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Spanish biotech looking for partners to carry out preclinical development and manufacturing/formulation studies of a live biotherapeutic product for respiratory diseases

Spanish biotech developing novel recombinant live biotherapeutic products for respiratory diseases is looking for SMEs with expertise in developing animal models for safety and efficacy tests, and also in the field of health treatment formulation and delivery processes to carry out the preclinical development and manufacturing/formulation studies. The company wants to submit the project to the next Eurostars call once it is published >>> more

PS Horizon2020 GreenDeal: Dutch coordinator seeks companies/farmers active on topic 6 of GreenDeal call

A Dutch SME is preparing a proposal in the Green Deal call topic 6. The company will act as coordinator of the project and is looking for several companies e.g. active in biological pesticides, smart farming, precise irrigation. Also RTO / University to conduct the necessary studies to support the project. Furthermore, farmers/horticultural companies for infield demonstrations and consultancy to conduct socio-economic study. A research cooperation agreement is forseen with selected partners >>> more

Slovenian partners are searching for a consortium for the Horizon 2020 Green Deal topic: Building and renovating in an energy and resource efficient way

Two Slovenian research institutes and a large Slovenian company are searching for integration into a consortium for the call Horizon 2020 Green Deal (LC-GD-4-1-2020). The aim of the project is to develop a new process for expanded polystyrene production with improved reaction to fire properties and enabling recycling of waste expanded polystyrene from construction and packaging. Companies and research institutions with expertise in expanded polystyrene are sought >>> more
TECHNOLOGY OFFERS

Novel chromosomal kit for detecting alterations of genetic material offered for licensing or technical cooperation agreement

A Spanish research team specialized in molecular mechanisms leading to mutation in the human genome, has developed a new method for detecting alterations in the Chromosome 22 that cause congenital heart disease (CHD). The method has proven to be faster than other procedures and detects typical as well as atypical deletions.

Compact energy dense steam turbine to replace diesel engines

A UK company has developed a zero-emission energy generation and storage system designed to be used with renewable energy generation such as PV (photo-voltaic) solar, geothermal or wind turbine. The technology is intended as an alternative and replacement for diesel engines and they are seeking power plants and diesel engine manufacturers to adapt and adopt the technology, via commercial agreement with technical assistance.

Test and develop agricultural technology prototypes in a test bed region in cooperation with local and national research and business partners

A Swiss organisation for economic promotion offers a platform to provide companies with the possibility to test and develop their innovation and technology in smart farming on real farms. This enables companies to develop their technology faster than testing in lab conditions and supports the acceptability of end users through joint tests. The Swiss organisation is looking for smart farming companies for research collaboration agreements.

>>> more
Valorization of sewage sludge as a fertilizer within the framework of the circular economy

Spanish company dedicated to water treatment, want to take advantage of the sludge generated in the wastewater stations in fertilizers for agriculture and giving a new use to the sludge. Specialists are needed to recognize the different types of waste under study, the initial situation and the problems associated with their generation, to identify and develop the best available management and treatment techniques for research and technical cooperation agreements

A Greek organization is looking for AI/Machine learning technology for business opportunities matchmaking

A Greek institute is looking for IT companies to develop a machine learning mechanism, a platform that allows an intelligent matchmaking of businesses and funding opportunities. The type of partnership considered will be services agreement with technical assistance

Wanted: BIM (building information modeling) integration and construction monitoring Startups

A Luxembourg-based industrial company with a branch active in civil construction is looking for technologies to monitor construction projects. Recording, BIM (building information modeling) model integration, handling of big data, are examples of sought technologies. A validated proof of concept is required, partnerships will depend on the maturity level of the technology ranging from technical cooperation to commercial agreements
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